
HIPAA-Compliant Patient Texting for Ambulatory Surgery Centers (ASCs)

Simplify Patient Communication
ASC leaders streamline patient communication, reduce patient phone tag, and avoid unreturned 
voicemails through Kipsu’s HIPAA-compliant, 2-way digital messaging messaging – without requiring 
a patient to download an app or log in through a portal. Care teams use Kipsu to message directly 
with a patient through native SMS texting on their phone – the same as they use for friends and family 
– providing a convenient and frictionless channel of communication. Kipsu bridges the communication 
gap between patients, caregivers, and care providers to help care teams with everything from captur-
ing consent and medical history to sending discharge instructions.
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Reduce Phone Tag HIPAA Compliant

Elliminate Unreturned Voicemails Streamline Patient Intake and Discharge

No Patient Download/Login 2-Way Patient Texting

How Kipsu Works
Kipsu connects intake, care, and other patient-facing teams to 
leverage a shared, cloud-based inbox to send messages to and 
receive messages from patients and their caregivers. Patients and 
their caregivers send and receive the messages through the native 
SMS/text app on their mobile devices.
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Contact us

HIPAA Compliance
Kipsu operates within the unique technical and procedural requirements set by the Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (“HIPAA”) and subsequent rulemakings. 
For more information on HIPAA and digital messaging as well as the organizational controls 
and policies that Kipsu has in place to support its compliance program visit info.kipsu.com/
hipaa or email healthcare@kipsu.com.

consent form has been 
received! -Isabella

Can my partner receive texts as 
well?

Absolutely! Please send their 
name and number and weʼll 
get them added.
-Isabella

Could you please send over a 
picture of your vaccination 
card as well?
-Isabella

Perfect - thanks!
-Isabella

Iʼll follow up when we finalize 
your procedure time the day 
before it is scheduled. Please 
feel free to reach out if you 
have any questions!
-Isabella

Good to know! Sure thing - 
hereʼs my vaccination card

Build Rich Conversation History 
View all messages with a patient and 
caregiver over time to ensure conversation 
context.

Craft Responses Efficiently 
Team members can respond with custom 
responses, stored templates for FAQs, pdfs 
and images, and more.

Ensure Rapid Response Times 
Kipsu notifies team members through a 
variety of methods and can automatically 
escalate messages that go unanswered 
for too long.

Coordinate Across Teams and Locations 
Route messages between team members 
and center locations, just like calls on a 
traditional phone system.

Patient View 
Patients and caregivers are 
able to message their care 
team directly through the 
native messaging app on their 
phone – no need to download 
or install anything.

Team View 
Team members are able
to initiate conversations,
respond to messages,
and transfer to other 
members of the care 
team through a shared,
cloud-based inbox.


